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 gen How can I use a.csv file as a base for a.ldf file (MS Access Database)? I am using Access 2007. I have several.csv files
(with many rows) that I'd like to load into a new.ldf file using the Import / Link wizard. The wizard is able to recognize and

import the files, but I can't see how I can specify which rows (fields) to use in the new.ldf file. Is there a way to do this? Thanks.
A: The best way to do this would be to save the CSVs as an Access table (Save As) and use the Create Table dialog to select the
table and the source csv as the source. Access will then auto-fill it based on the data in the CSV. In theory you should be able to
do the same thing using a Linked Table. If you really have to have a linked table, the source CSV will need to be imported as a
linked table (as per previous answer), then your target CSV could be the source of the linked table. The data will be copied to

the target table. I would not recommend this method if your CSV are variable in size or with multiple records per row, however
if they are small and consistent in size it is not a problem. You could also use the format query from the Import/Export wizard

(SELECT * FROM [CSV File Path] INTO [Linked Table] WHERE (Field1='SomeValue') and select the field(s) to import
from the first CSV (as per previous answer). You could also use the Import wizard (File > Import Data) to import the CSV into

a linked table, then using the Export Wizard, export the linked table as a CSV. (See notes below). Although you are using
Access 2007, Access 2010 has an easier method of linked tables and will export/import them as linked tables. Lamar Odom's
Rehab Drug Use Costs Him House Los Angeles Lakers point guard Jeremy Lin and new addition Lamar Odom are already

dealing with a dysfunctional, circus-like atmosphere inside their home. Los Angeles Lakers forward Lamar Odom didn't want to
be a distraction for his new teammates, but there were more than just a few snide remarks made at his house this offseason

when the Lakers got together to film a video with Lin and Odom. 82157476af
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